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EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS

Hello Forrest, 
I would like to share my mural idea with you, and pick your brain about what types of permits
I will need to have. Most of this may not concern you, but I'm sharing the whole idea in case
you are curious. 

Brief outline: I am working with SHI And the JAHC to hold Mural Classes. Classes will be
open to all artists after they complete an application/portfolio review/draft mural proposal
process (managed by SHI). Classes will be held at the JAHC, where we will end up with at
least 13 (8x4ft) murals. These will be attached to the Marine View parking garage (at Marine
Way and Ferry Way). Each mural will be painted with acrylic on a primed piece of plywood
and sealed on all sides with a UV/waterproof clear coating. The plywood will be attached to
the garage via 2 batten railings. On each painting will be a QR code linking viewers directly to
the artist's webpage (so hopefully they sell some art!). At the end of the year, we sell off the
murals, with at least some $ going back to the artists (details TBD). The murals will hang all
year, for one year, and be replaced with new murals every spring before the end of March.

I already have the JAHC, SHI and the DBA on board. We want to show art from a diverse
group of artists, including all economic and cultural backgrounds. No political or racist etc. art
will be allowed.

In my example pictures, the artwork shown is just an example of what the art COULD be. All
the art shown is taken from already existing local artists. 

The part that may most interest you is how we will attach the art to the garage. I have attached
a drawing of my idea. It is very simple. My drawing shows a 1/2 spacer, but we will actually
be using a 3/8 spacer. Not a big difference, but just so you know. 
I would love to meet with you in person. I am just downstairs at Picture This and can come
anytime before 11am (when I open the shop) or you are welcome to come down to me
anytime if you prefer. I really appreciate any insights (both positive and negative!) about the
whole idea, and info about what permits I will need to have.

Thank you! 

Dezarae Arrowsun 

Picture This
907-463-3700
230 S. Franklin St, Suite 110
Juneau, AK 99801

mailto:picturethisllcalaska@gmail.com
mailto:Forrest.Courtney@juneau.gov
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